Blade Monitoring & Optimization
RETROFIT SOLUTION
Winters are particularly harsh for wind farm
operators. As ice builds up on the blades,
turbines generate less energy, and conventional built-in systems often cause preventive
shutdowns for safety reasons. To restart the turbine,
you would need a visual inspection to confirm that the
blades are, indeed, ice-free.
To counter these effects, we at Polytech use fiber optics,
IIoT measurement technology, smart data, and model-
based machine learning to craft our most intelligent
blade sensor yet.

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM
ADVANTAGES
■ Reducing LCOE
■ Minimizing downtime due to
icing
■ Minimizing risk during
operation
■ Reducing operational costs due
to automatic restart after an
icing event
■ Maintenance-free solutions
■ Fit & forget solution that lasts
the turbines’ lifetime

Fiber optic measurement technology
Sensors in each blade drive the next wave of efficient turbines. Our fiber
optic measurement technology is the key to reduce the cost of energy, mini
mize downtime and extend turbine life. Our monitoring systems protect
your turbines by recording and measuring lightning, icing, and the integrity
of each blade.
With a modular design including configurable sets of strain and vibration
sensors, and a central measurement device, we can adapt the system to
your needs. And because the sensors are installed inside the blades, instal
lation is quick and easy. Typically, it can be done in a day, with no need for a
crane.

■ Installation inside the rotor
blade within half a day without
using rope or basket
■ Insensitivity to lightning and
electromagnetic interference
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Our rotor blade-based ice detection system can automatically stop and restart the wind turbine without additional operating costs from
visual inspection.

Rotor blade-based ice detection
We provide a certified and maintenance-free rotor
blade-based ice detection system based on our reli
able, sensitive, and cost-efficient fiber optic mea
sure
ment technology. The automatic restart or
cloud-
based data accumulation and transmission
allow you to optimize your turbine shut down window
during an ice event.
Our ice detection system outperforms conventional
power curve or anemometer-based systems signifi
cantly in terms of reliability and functionality, offering
significant increased yields and reduction of operat
ing costs.

Our blade monitoring & optimization sensors are installed at some
of the most challenging sites all over the world.
Above are a few examples.
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Performance of the Polytech ice detection system

”

The reliability and performance of
the Polytech ice detection system are
outstanding in our wind farms.
The systems have already amortized
in our wind farm Kreuzstetten
in the 2nd winter.

”

DIETER SCHREIBER, HEAD OF MONITORING AND
INNOVATION, WINDKRAFT SIMONSFELD AG

Blade condition monitoring
We developed the blade condition monitoring system
to detect and monitor structural damages to rotor
blades and to optimize maintenance and repair plan
ning. We use the same, DNV-GL-certified hardware
configuration as in our ice detection system. The sys
tem is maintenance-free throughout the lifetime of
your wind turbine.

